


made in NL

Left.
Right.
And straight ahead.

For that, you have the lightest child seat
of the Netherlands.

Discover the world
together by bike

For popping into the bakery, swimming
lessons or going on a nice ride together.
With the Qibbel bike seats you can take
your children anywhere with you. From the
age of 9 months to 3 years in the front seat
and up to 6 years in the rear seat.

The back support is made of mesh, a very
light material that is also used in office
chairs. The material is hard-wearing,
breathable and easy to keep clean.
Practical and comfortable, as
all things should be.



A child seat
in the color
that suits you.



ready for use

Laughing
Giggling
Enjoying.

Accessories for every
child seat
that fulfil your wishes.

With an enthusiastic baby and a bag full of things, you want
to be able to adjust your child seat quickly. We understand
that. That's why the Qibbel Air belts, foot straps and footrests
are even easier to adjust. Furthermore, the safe five-point belt
ensures that your child is properly secured.



easy mounting

Cappuccino

BlueGreen

BlackKhaki Grey

Picking your child up from school? Or a lift to Grandma and
Grandpa's house? Even if your child can already cycle, it is a
great idea to have an extra seat for them. One that is safe
and fits well.

Qibbel's bike seats are suitable for children aged 6 years
and over. The Qibbel 6+ Junior seat is very sturdy, has a safety
belt system and foldaway foot rests.

The seat is suitable for children weighing up to 35 kilos, so it's
super strong. Ask your bicycle mechanic if your luggage
carrier can support this weight.



Nijntje grijsNijntje blauw

Denim BlueBlack Magic Green CappuccinoSparkling Silver

Ready to go: out of the box and onto the bike

Nervous about assembly? Not necessary.
Check our YouTube channel for detailed videos.

The front seat
The front seat can be secured on bikes with a standard 
handlebar stem and an ahead stem. This creates a wide range 
of 22 to 36 millimetres, which our seats are compatible with.

The rear seat
Best of all, the rear bike seat can be fitted to the luggage carrier of the 
bike instantly. You rotate the designated button and you are ready. To 
remove the seat you can use the double secured unlocking system at 
the rear. This can all be done without using a screwdriver.

No luggage carrier on your bike? It's still possible to attach our 
child seats. With our frame attachment, you attach the bike seat 
to the bracket above the rear wheel.

WATCH
INSTRUCTION

VIDEOS
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